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the epp, though, could be an exception. there are several reasons for this, including its size and the
fact that it is only in the process of developing and not yet organized. furthermore, unlike the farc,

the epp, has not lost any of its top leaders. as of yet, the epp is not known for carrying out attacks in
colombia. instead, the epp focuses on its native peru, specifically the amazon, where it maintains a
stronghold in the la convencion area of loreto. this area is a self-governed territory within the madre
de dios province of peru. the epp has also been reported to have a stable social base, which could

include christians, indigenous groups, peasants and students, though there is no evidence of this at
present. the peruvian government has attempted several times to negotiate with the epp. for
example, in february 2012 the government set up a commission to discuss the conflict in la

convencion. however, the epp refused to meet with the government. in terms of government
legitimacy, the epp has two primary sources of legitimacy. firstly, the epp is an indigenous group

that claims to have ties to the shuar indigenous groups in the region of la convencion. secondly, the
epp was created by the former president of peru, alan garcia, who was in the early 2000s the head

of peru's most radical leftist party, the movimiento revolucionario tupamaros de peru (mrt-peru). it is
therefore unsurprising that the mrt-peru, which is sometimes known as the shining path of peru,

initially accepted the epp as its sister group, especially since many of the epps leaders are former
mrt-peru members. since then, however, the epp has been regarded more as a competitor to the mrt-

peru, and not as a sister movement. consequently, the epp has struggled to win the support of
indigenous groups and political parties. this has been particularly true in urban areas, where the

shining path enjoys a strong support base.
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the guerrilla army of the peruvian left fought against
both the military and the state for three decades, from
the late 1960s to the mid-1980s. in the late 1970s, the
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guerrilla group carried out a number of attacks against
peruvian military and civilian targets, notably

assassinating former president, juan velasco alvarado,
on february 4, 1979. the army declared a state of
emergency on january 10, 1980, and within a few

days, the mrta succeeded in capturing the rural town
of caraz. over the following months, the mrta held

many press conferences in which they denounced the
government. the mrta was particularly successful in its

tactics of terror, which were designed to cause the
public to question the legitimacy of the government in

the face of growing problems. the a. peruvianum
spores were ejected during this 'first wave' of attacks.

the subsequent wave included the attack on the
palace of justice in lima on june 24, 1980, which killed

judge mario quintana, and the attack on the
presidential palace in the city of miraflores on june 28,
1981, which caused hundreds of deaths including the
president and three deputies. the mrta also attacked
the national congress building, the ministry of justice,

the national institute of culture, and many police
stations, hotels and nightclubs. the mrta also

attempted to assassinate jorge sampaio, the newly
elected president of portugal, at a political rally in

portugal on september 22, 1981, but he survived the
attack. during the war of the peruvian aprista

revolution (epr) the epr also attacked the government,
even when the peruvian government was allied with
the government of colombia. the attacks of the epr

were mainly focused on the government's institutions
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(institutions that were not related to the military).
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